
Product Introduction and Content 

Defi product gains income through the “Yield Farming” system. Yield 
farming is providing liquidity to parity pools of decentralized 
exchanges and partnering commission incomes of transactions 
occurring in these parities. BV Crypto aims to provide the most 
secure and highest returns by taking various parameters into account 
such as security standards of decentralized exchanges that will 
provide liquidity, sizes of the parity, magnitude of the pool. Since Defi 
Product provides income through commissions of the exchange, the 
return of the asset is dollar-based and provides an income not on a 
period-by-period basis but continually. 

Given Advantages 
Differentiation from traditional investment methods with 
“Maximum Security” investments as corporate investors join the 
rapidly growing decentralized finance trades. 

High-income opportunity in USD basis as the liquidity provider to 
chosen DeFi pools in the decentralized finance platforms 

Safely entrance opportunity to the investment world that evolves 
through technological developments with innovative products. 

Pre-allocated portfolio to evaluate trade conditions optimally. 

Investment committee comprised of crypto world trade and security 
experts. 

Total Value Locked USD in DeFi and DeFi User Number 

DeFi protocols are becoming serious rivals to banks in terms of 
attracting investments. 

DeFi Total Value Locked (TVL) can be equalized with a bank 
that has an asset balance sheet used to gain income. 

TVL on the Defi platform is worth around 71 billion USD. 

BV Crypto 
Has become essential not only to cryptocurrencies, but also 
investing in new application fields such as Decentralized Finance 
(DeFi), Non-fungible Tokens (NFT), Metaverse and NFT gaming 
inside the cryptocurrency world that are growing at an 
unprecedented pace, especially in our rapidly changing world with 
the pandemic due to reasons of providing higher performance 
compared to traditional investing tools, and convenience to the 
necessities of the future’s financial world and it has slowly become 
essential to investment baskets. BV Crypto is the only corporate 
structure in our present geography that accurately redirects 
cryptocurrency investors to invest in proper digital assets, allow 
investors to keep their assets separately against cyber-attacks and 
provides technological infrastructure support. Find your place not 
only in the new economy with BV Crypto’s “Maximum Security” 
investments at fixed and absolute returns but also at “Digital Asset 
Baskets” that invests in rapidly developing application fields and 
different scenarios of the cryptocurrency market. 

Product Information 

Management Type Absolute Return 

Founding Date 6/1/2021 

Founder BV Digital Asset Custody 

Accepted Currencies BTC/USD/TRY 

Min. Investment Amount 50.000 USD 

Min. Withholding Duration - 

Liquidation Value 15 Business Days 

Deposit Fee - 

Threshold Value - 

Income Share - 

Early Exit Fee - 

*Shows Monthly Scales of Uniswap, Sushiswap and Curve Platforms

Contact: Zühtüpaşa Mah. Fener-Kalamış Cad. Tibaş 
Belvü Sitesi 108/A2 D:1 Fenerbahçe-Kadıköy / İstanbul 
info@bvdigital.io www.bvdigital.io 
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